Gipsy

Bedroom Set

Gipsy Bedroom Set
4 is all you need! Gipsy Bedroom Set is a four-piece affordable and ﬂexible solution suitable for the “Gipsy Target”; meaning those

users who move around a lot, especially with limited space and budget, like students or young professionals.
The full set includes bed, wardrobe, desk and mobile stand; all you need to make the most out of your bedroom.
This set is designed to give extra storage in every unit, creating an optimal footprint in a limited space.
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Bedroom Set units
This furniture range aims to make people’s life easier, adapting to everyone.
With a clean line design look, and regardless of whether you combine all the Gipsy units as a whole or use
them individually, this bedroom set will work with any other design scheme.

Bed with drawers

Mobile stand

Desk

Wardrobe

Single size bed with 4 large under the bed drawer

Easy to move can be

Compact and solid desk

Open wardrobe with great

to give out of sight storage for extra clothing

used as both mobile

with under desk open

storage capability. It features

or seasonal wear.

pedestal or night stand.

storage shelves.

adjustable shelves, drawers
and clothes rail.
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Gipsy configurations
An essentials-only bedroom set that guarantees ﬂexibility in limited living spaces.

3,2m

3m
Optimal footprint for limited space
3200W x 3000D
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Sizes and references
Desk

REF: GPY-DK

Bed

General dimentions
1000W x 400D x 750H

General dimentions
2080W x 1040D x 500H

REF: GPY-BD

Under desk storage

Mobile Stand
REF: GPY-MS

Mattress support panels

Bed drawers

General dimentions
400W x 300D x 613H

Wardrobe

Open shelfe

General dimentions
875W x 500D x 1800H

REF: GPY-WR

Casters for mobility

Finishes

Hanger hook
We work with a large variety of wood ﬁnishes. The colors on the side
only represent a small selection of what is available.
We use 16mm to 30mm E1 top grade melamine or MDF board
with 2mm edging but we can create customized solution according

Adjustable shelves

to your needs.
We stand behind our products and all items are covered by 5 year
manufacturer’s warranty.
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